
 

Subject: Written Comments for BCUC Long-Term Electricity 
Transmission Inquiry: BC Hydro Resource Options 

[Submission File Name: BC Hydro LTETI] 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 I attended the July 29th, 2009 BC Hydro Generation Resource Options Workshop at the 
Fairmont Waterfront Hotel, Vancouver, BC to hear the presentation on the BC Hydro Long – 
Term Electricity Transmission Inquiry (Section 5).  I have not attended the earlier Sections as I 
was not aware of them.  As a representative for my company, A.P.S.E. Inc., the following written 
comments are the Recommendations made by me on behalf of my company regarding this 
presentation.  This assessment comes in two parts.  The first part is the Analysis that supports the 
recommendations that come out of this assessment.  The second part is a List of Comments 
which is related to specific points about the Power Point Slides used in the presentation. 
 
Assumptions 
 
 The one single main assumption assumed in this analysis and assessment of the above 
subject is that “maybe” with the possible exception of the Site C dam project proposal, there will 
be no further Large Dam projects undertake in British Columbia (i.e., “ever”) due to the 
contentious native and non – native land tenure claims and issues, as well as environmental 
concerns and opposition. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1.) With the above assumption in mind, all American territory (covering the States of 
Washington, Idaho & Montana) should be deemed Exclusion Areas for this analysis.  
Undertaking any project that impacts on the American side of the Canada – U.S. border 
will be as contentious, or even more so than any dam project here in Canada.  A recent 
example of this potential conflict is the Coal Bed Methane Gas Extraction project in 
south – east BC which impacted on the State of Montana watershed.  If this 
recommendation is accepted, then Potential Power Cluster # 6 (and possibly # 8) must be 
removed from the study.  As Potential Power Cluster # 6 relies primarily on “Large Dam” 
projects, the aforementioned assumption is validated. 

2.) There is a need for the imposition of a clearly stated “cut-off” level (or “hurtle rate”) to 
the “Capacity Density” of the Potential Power Clusters (with Exclusion Areas) at both the 
Technical & Engineering level and at the Political level.  This “cut-off” level can not be 
left as ‘implied’ by using the boundary line that designates and defines the Potential 
Power Clusters map size.  In keeping with my Note # 10 recommendation in my 
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2009.03.31st (Monday) letter to BC Hydro Energy Planning Department, this minimum 
“cut-off” rate should be set high - at least to 0.10 MW/sq. km (light green colour) level 
for this study. 

3.) The BC provincial government, BCUC, BC Hydro, and BCTC must all show and act 
with respect in regards to BC Native Aboriginal rights and concerns.  As expressed by all 
the Native Aboriginal participants in both the BC Hydro and the BCTC workshops, 
BCUC, BC Hydro and BCTC must all comply with their demands.  To satisfy these 
demands, what policy must be enacted and pursued?  The only policy that can be pursued 
under these conditions is to: 

 
“Leave them alone” 

 
The interpretation of this policy is that both BC Hydro and BCTC must not cross over; 
and hence violate, in any way native aboriginal communities’ reserves or historic land 
use areas. 

4.) If recommendation number 3 is accepted, this policy will in turn necessitate the BC 
provincial government making a “political decision” by changing the BCUC terms of 
reference once again to accommodate the adoption of Nuclear Power as a new 
provincial government policy in the 2007 BC Energy Plan.  
 

Analysis 
 
 With regards to the first recommendation above, it should be noted that British Columbia 
and Canada face the same problem from Washington State over the proposal by the Okanogan 
County Public Utility District (PUD) to build a major dam on the Simikameen River that will 
flood more than 9,000 acres of B.C.’s ecologically rich Similkameen Valley.  [Ref. 1]  If we in 
B.C. and Canada object to PUD’s proposal then you can be sure that Washington State will 
object if we want to build a ‘Large Dam’ project in Potential Power Cluster # 6 (with Exclusion 
Areas) that straddles the Canadian – US border.  Furthermore, in Potential Power Cluster # 8, 
approximately 25% of the power supply is budgeted as coming from Natural Gas.  If the history 
of Sumas Energy Two Natural Gas Plant is anything to go by, the American will most likely also 
object strenuously if British Columbia builds any type of similar power plant system in this area.  
So, Potential Power Cluster # 8 may have to be removed as well. 
 On the issue of the need for a “cut-off” rate, even a superficial examination of the Power 
Clusters (with Exclusion Areas) shows that the light brown shaded areas with a power density 
of less than 0.08 MW/sq. km are located in south-west B.C. where most of the recent Run-of-
River project applications have been made.  [Ref. 2]  The problem with these low power density 
projects is that they cover large areas that will need servicing by BCTC collection lines and road 
and bridge infrastructure – not to mention possible impact of coastal fisheries. [Ref. 3]  The 
recent decision by both the California senate and the BCUC [Ref. 4, 5, & 6] appear to point to 
the high cost entailed in these low energy density systems as reasons for rejecting them.  The 
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same situation may also apply for Wind energy [Ref. 7] unless this renewable energy source has 
to depend on carbon tax ‘subsidies” to be made economic.  Furthermore, the number and scale of 
Wind energy additions may not be warranted at this time.  Too much emphasis seems to be 
placed on this one energy supply source. 
 Now, with regards to the third recommendation, for the BC Hydro Resource Options to 
be both economically viable and technically feasible, the BC native aboriginal communities have 
to “play ball” with the greater B.C. society.  If the BC native aboriginal communities are not 
willing to “play ball” and are too intransient and too obstructionist in their demands, the real 
issue will be not how to include them in the participation and decision – making process, but in 
how to keep them out!  This action will then force on BC Hydro and BCTC to the only option 
that they have remaining, which is to go it alone without any participation, involvement, or joint 
decision – making capacity shared with BC Aboriginal communities.  

This reduced need to obtain native aboriginal peoples approval and authorization in 
securing new power supplies for all British Columbians provides not only a solution to 
intractable native land rights and title issues but also preserves BC Hydro and BCTC corporate 
independence and their corporate ‘freedom - of – action’ which is central to the principle of 
achieving the Pareto optimality in economic solutions for ALL British Columbians.  If the rest of 
BC society has to go it alone, two observations automatically stand out and need be stated here: 

 
1.) The installation of new transmission lines across native band territories and/or historic 

land use areas by BCTC will not be needed and will not be made. 
2.) This policy position presents a conundrum.  To explain, B.C. society has a growing 

divide between its urban populations in its urban centres and its rural populations in the 
hinterland regions of the province.  If the urban populations can not access the energy 
resources of the hinterland, the urban populations will be forced to rely on energy sources 
closer to home in their population centres.  If this happens, the energy density of any 
future power supply project would have to increase in direct proportion to the constraints 
imposed on the urban centres.  At this point, it should also be noted from the Power 
Clusters (with Exclusion Areas) diagram that there are no clusters with a Capacity 
Density greater than 0.30 MW/sq. km.  Under these circumstances, how will the B.C. 
urban populations meet their energy needs and demands?  The answer to these problems 
can only be achieved by British Columbia going Nuclear. 

 
Why should B.C. go nuclear?  Adoption of this policy would need very good reasons for 

supporting this decision.  Suzuki [Ref. 8 & 9] has stated the usual conventional reasons for not 
adopting Nuclear; i.e., the nuclear waste issue, nuclear weapons proliferation, pollution from 
uranium mining, cost, and taxpayer subsidizes, and secondary emission generation problems.  In 
response to these criticisms, my company’s reply is that the nuclear waste either does not exist 
[Please see the attached “New Nuclear Power Quest” wish list.] or can–and-will be solved.  On 
this latter reply, this is why my company, A.P.S.E. Inc. has been incorporated in order to solve 
the nuclear waste problem under the recommended NWMO Option # 5 proposal.  Although 
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NWMO Option # 5 is not the panacea to nuclear weapons proliferation, yes, it will contribute 
towards its solution! Yes, it is cost effective in disposing of nuclear waste.  Yes, it will not 
require government subsidies to management and operate.  Yes, the uranium mining practices 
have greatly improved over the initial uranium mining industry standards and practices carried 
out in the 1930s era of early uranium development.  Yes, secondary emission generation 
practices will be reduced or eliminated all together when all other industries likewise move 
towards clean energy practices by implementing a new true ‘Hydrogen’ economy and not just the 
current Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Strategy for British Columbia policy which supports a limited 
Hydrogen/Green Fuels Highway programme.  I really don’t see what Suzuki is complaining 
about by going Nuclear? 

Again, why should B.C. go Nuclear?  In terms of capital costs, any nuclear reactor 
development programme that employs a modern standardized design that is technologically 
achievable, that is build on budget and on time, and can employ low cost financing for its 
construction as is currently available from today’s commercial financial markets, and does not 
have to contend with constant government inference during its construction should then be 
commercially viable.  In terms of economics, a nuclear development programme for British 
Columbia would contribute towards becoming BC’s next ‘Mega – Project’ for the second decade 
of the 21st century.  In a post - 2010 Olympics economy, a nuclear development infrastructure 
programme would fit right in with the current BC 2007 Energy Plan. 

On a related issue involving capital expenditures, with regards to BC Hydro’s Burrard 
Thermal Generating Station (BTGS), the C$ 900 million figure mentioned by Simpson [Ref. 10] 
for its planned upgrade would be better spent towards the capital expenditures needed for 
building a Nuclear Power plant that could be construction over the same time period  

Regarding the issue of subsidies to the nuclear industry, I will mention here that Suzuki 
brings up the need for “Carbon Offsets” [Ref. 11] for renewable energy projects.  These “Carbon 
Offsets” are in effect a subsidy by one business to another, and are no better than the reported 
subsidies being provided by governments to the nuclear power industry. 
 As for the nuclear waste issue, right now in the U.S., the nuclear waste issue is in a state 
of flux.  The U.S. Obama administration has cancelled Yucca Mountain nuclear waste storage 
site facility and their nuclear establishment is now working through all the various options.  
Please see [Ref. 12].  In a technological society this is to be expected.  This is a form of 
experimentation as society tries to adapt to changing circumstances and new needs.  So, the 
nuclear waste issue is ‘not’ a show stopper! 

As for Nuclear not being a renewable energy source, Fetter [Ref. 13] gives various 
lengths of time that natural uranium supplies will last under various scenarios.  Fetter claims 
uranium supplies on Earth could last as long as 60,000 years at the present rates of consumption 
if all his recommendations were followed.  From an economic point of view this time length of 
supply is probably not attainable or feasible, but at least it is technologically ‘plausible’. So, it 
can be concluded here that nuclear power is ‘sustainable’ in terms of society’s life span. 
 Now, a statement has to be made about the reported advantage endowed to renewable 
energy systems.  It is claimed by proponents of renewable energy sources that their systems are 
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much better because they are decentralized and are less complex than are nuclear reactor 
systems. This issue of ‘Complexity’ was raised in MacKenzie’s interesting article [Ref. 14].  On 
the surface, this appears to be true, but their claims ignore the context in which these systems are 
embedded and how they would now operate in today’s society.  In terms of MacKenzie’s article, 
the benefit of centralized systems is that they are better at being able to focus and concentrate 
resources and efforts on localized facilities than would decentralized systems, and thus are better 
position at being able to respond sooner with faster reaction times than would decentralized 
renewable systems.  In other words to use an analogy, the argument here is that you can control a 
pandemic if it sufficiently ‘localized’, but you can not control it if is ‘everywhere’.  In an 
associated article in the same journal, MacKenzie [Ref. 15] goes on to describe what happens 
when societies become too complex.  In her analysis, complex societies become too fragile and 
prone to disruption and breakdown.  To avoid a complete collapse, extra resources have to be 
expended to prevent it.  As societies grow ever more complex, this need for prevention grows 
ever larger and the common problem of diminishing returns from efforts sets in that underlies the 
reason for the collapse of all previous ancient societies.  (In other words, they couldn’t keep 
affording to pay the cost.)  In today’s context, Globalization might be perceived as growth in 
complexity worldwide that may not be sustainable.  Will B.C. society be able to afford it?  
MacKenzie goes on to say that complex networks that are tightly coupled can and will start to 
transmit shocks, and: 
 

“The networks that connect us can amplify any shocks.  A breakdown anywhere increasingly 
means a breakdown everywhere.” 

 
What type of breakdown can B.C. society expect from a ‘Complex’ energy system?  In the words 
of Sacks [Ref. 16], the breakdown will come from “cascading failures’ brought on by an 
interconnected crisis and magnified by feedback loops.  How would this apply to BC?  To use 
another example, Foley [Ref. 17] in his article makes a recommendation for the creation of a 
U.S. national high – voltage “backbone” grid.  To implement this grid would require:  
 
“… national commitment to integrating the electricity system on a continental scale and about $ 

60 billion to pay for it.” 
 

 This brings my argument back around to the reason as to why nuclear power is superior 
to the other renewable alternative energy projects.  It is the context in which a nuclear power 
system in B.C. would be embedded in the “North American Power Grid” system that is 
important.  Nuclear power would be a ‘firewall’ that Sacks talks about for protection.  A security 
of energy supply.  A protection against any possible upheaval that may occur.  Nuclear power 
represents the independence from “North American Power Grid” system and its associated 
‘Complexity’ that the renewable alternative power systems can not provide.  Their use would 
only magnify and compound the problem. 
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 In response to Quail [Ref. 18] criticism about the provincial government’s policy of 
“electricity self-sufficiency” being wrong, in the context of the above argument the excess 
energy supply from nuclear power and the associated costs should be seen as an ‘insurance 
policy’ against major upheavals or continent wide systems breakdowns.  The reader may 
disagree with this argument; however, it should also be noted as we enter further into the 21st 
century that British Columbia and Canada may end up facing a world in upheaval if the most 
drastic predictions about Climatic Change come true.  In such a near future world scenario, we 
may have to resort to implementing either a policy of “complete isolation” from the rest of the 
world, like North Korea, or a policy of building barrier walls of one sort or another around B.C. 
and/or Canada for own protection. 
 Lastly, what other benefits would accrue from going Nuclear?  There would be a good 
chance that a. nuclear policy would avoid the major competing land use and land claim issues as 
are encountered with the Site C Dam project proposal.  Likewise, a nuclear policy would over 
comes many of the environmental constraints and avoid the ecological disturbances expected in 
BC and elsewhere from either the conventional or the renewable alternative energy proposals, 
e.g., Coal bed methane mining, Combined - cycle natural gas thermal plants, and Run of River 
Projects, etc.  Third, the eventual reduction in GHG emissions by BC Hydro, and also from the 
province of British Columbia, would be accomplished faster by following a nuclear policy. 
 
List of Comments 
 

1.) Potential Natural Gas Diagram - Given BC Hydro’s history with trying to introduce 
electricity generation from Natural Gas on to Vancouver Island, would it not be better to 
locate such facilities away from populated regions? 

2.) Potential Wind Energy and Potential Wind Diagram – With the exception of north 
Vancouver Island and the north – west coast, the areas of maximum wind energy 
generation are completely different from the areas BC Hydro has picked for evaluation.  
A complete re – evaluation appears to be in order and needed. 

3.) Potential Geothermal Diagram – A comparison with the problems that Nevada 
Geothermal Corp. has encountered in developing their energy production facility might 
be advisable. 

4.) Potential Biomass Diagram – Given the extent of the Mountain Pine Beetle infestation 
(i.e., 80% loss of the B.C. pine forest by 2010) the Potential Biomass Area should be 
enlarged to cover the whole of the B.C. interior! 

5.) Coalfields and Coalbed Methane Potential Diagram – Better classification is needed 
as to what types of coal and coalbeds are best sources for development of methane gas 
supplies.  Particular attention should be given in locating them next to other electrical 
generating sources so as to employ ‘Plasma Reforming’ conversion processes in order to 
prevent GHG generation.  [Plasma Reforming only produces pure Hydrogen gas and pure 
Carbon Black solid powder, with no CO2 formation.]  Suggested suitable areas would be 
in regions where Gas Flaring is both prominent and a wasted energy source. 
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6.) Potential Solar Insolation Diagram – The diagram provided at the BC Hydro workshop 
is counter intuitive.  Given B.C.’s vast size spread out over a range of latitudes; i.e., from 
49o N at the Canada – U.S. border to 60o N at the Arctic Circle, it would seem there 
should be a “layer cake” pattern instead of the longitudinal strips shown in the diagram.  
Perhaps further study is warranted on this matter, and perhaps some type of checker 
board patterns would emerge. 

7.) Potential Ocean (Wave, Tidal) Diagram – The first diagram indicates Wave Power is 
greatest far offshore from the B.C. coast, and Tidal Energy is not going to be a major 
energy source for BC.  This appears to contradict the second diagram which suggests 
many coastal sites are suitable for Tidal Energy. 

8.) Power Clusters (with Exclusion Areas) Diagram – If the previous aforementioned 
Recommendations # 1 & 2 are accepted, in addition to removing Potential Power Cluster 
# 6, the following Potential Power Clusters: No. 1, 5, 9, 10, 13, as well as all light brown 
areas with Capacity Densities equal to or less than 0.08 MW/sq. km would all be 
removed from this study.  That would leave only Potential Power Clusters No. 2, 3, 4, 7 
(possibly 8) 11, 12, 14, and 15.  It should be noted that the recommended removal of 
Potential Power Clusters 5, 9 & 10, and 13 appear to be “second choice” duplicate 
candidates to Clusters 4, 8, and 14, respectively.  Potential Power Cluster No. 1 may be 
justified for removal on the grounds of being too small, too remote, and too isolated to 
justify the building infrastructure facilities there. 

Two other observations to note about the clusters are: 
A.) Cluster No 8 & 11 relies to a large degree on Natural Gas.  (Is this politically 

possible in this region?) 
B.) The high prominence given to Wind energy in most of the remaining clusters.  (Is 

this level of use both warranted and technically possible in the planned time frame 
under consideration?) 

 
 

Signed, 
Yours very truly, 
___X______________________ 
Keith William Steeves 
Pres.  & CEO 
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New Nuclear Power Quest 
 
 
Three Energy Objectives Changes to achieve from the B.C. provincial government: 
 

1.) Permit the mining industry to engage in uranium exploration in B.C. 
2.) Have the province of B.C. go “Nuclear” in obtaining energy from nuclear power. 
3.) Get both the province of B.C. and BC Hydro out of the Western Electricity Coordinating 

Council (WECC) in order to promote independence and self – reliance in energy matters 
for BC. 

 
Various names for new types of nuclear reactors 
 

1.) Advanced liquid – metal reactor (ALMR) 
2.) (Advanced) Fast – neutron reactors 
3.) Breeder Reactors 
4.) Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) 
5.) Gas – Turbine High Temperature Reactor (GT-MHR) 
6.) Burn – Wave Fission Reactor 
7.) Thorium Reactor 
8.) Advanced Heavy Water Reactor 
9.) Integral Fast Reactors (IFR) 
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To: 
Mr. Scott Simpson    E-mail: ssimpson@vancouversun.com 
Journalist 
The Vancouver Sun 
Vancouver, BC 
 
Cc 
His Worship, Mayor Joe Trasolini  E-mail:joe.trasolini@cityofportmoody.com 
City of Port Moody 
 
Joyce Murray     E-mail: Murray.J@parl.gc.ca 
Member of Parliament    Murraj1@parl.gc.ca 
Vancouver Quadra 
 
Sir, 
 

Subject: Burrard Thermal Generating Plant 
 
 In response to your very interesting and informative Tuesday, 2009.05.19th article: 
“Critics question long – term costs of aging Burrard generating plant,” (P. D1) on the 
above subject, I have to add that about last May 2008, I approached BC Hydro to convey 
some technical information to BC Hydro’s Engineering, Aboriginal Relations & 
Generation division concerning a possible means of not only keeping Burrard open and 
on line but expanding Burrard to a full base load resource capacity at a higher efficiency 
rating while at the same time eliminating all greenhouse gas emissions.  In my view, this 
proposed change would not require any new permitting as it would involve a staged 
implementation process.  The BC Hydro consulting engineer, Mr. Tom Coyle, with 
whom I met and left this information, said he would pass it on to the appropriate BC 
Hydro officials and that they would get back to me by July of last year. 
 

(I had only requested some type of non – legally binding acknowledgement or 
response from them to see if they were interested enough in the proposed technology to 
make it worth my time, effort and own money to do the follow-up work required to make 
a formal first – step business proposal to BC Hydro for Burrard.  This request was sought 
in order to save me from doing a lot of work for nothing if BC Hydro was not interested 
from the outset!) 
 
 The outcome was I never heard back from BC Hydro and I assumed they were not 
interested, and so, I dropped the whole matter completely! 
 
 
      Signed, 
      Yours truly, 
      Keith William Steeves 
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      Tele.: 604 – 783 – 8528 
      E-Mail: KWSTEEVES@YAHOO.COM 
 
      Address: 
      155 – 4438 West 10th Avenue 
      Vancouver, BC, V6R – 4R8 
 
 
P.S. On a different topic, not related to my above comments, over the past two months I 
have received further information that leads me to believe that the BC provincial 
government should revisit the 2007 BC Energy Plan to amend it to allow for the 
employment of nuclear power in the BC energy supply mix.  (For example, please see 
the enclosed attachment.)  In this regards, the Burrard Thermal Generating Station site 
would be an ideal location for a new nuclear power plant – with the proviso that you are 
willing to accept the potential risks associated with earthquakes in this region. 
 
Also see Reference:  
Matthew Burrows, “BC Hydro won’t go nuclear,” The Georgia Straight, June 26 – July 
3rd/2008, P. 17. 
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